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In our business, moving an offshore deck is an everyday occurrence. Sure, we’ve moved decks much larger and 
heavier but what makes this one so special is that it had to be raised an additional 12’. The deck was first 
transported in the yard and then lifted to the 12’ needed for the additional legs. The now higher deck was then 
loaded out onto a waiting barge for delivery in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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See more photos! Click Here!
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http://www.berardtrans.com/galleries/job_galleries/offshore/Berard%20-%20Offshore%20-%20Deck%20Job%20222/index.html
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The deck begins its move forward to mate with its waiting new legs.

Halfway there

Coming onto the barge

Ready to lower onto the new legs

On the barge, mission accomplished
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> Employee Spotlight | In Memory of Jesse Anthony

This month’s employee spotlight is dedicated in 
memory of a longtime Berard employee Jesse Anthony 
who passed away in August of 2007. Jesse was part of 
the Berard Team for over thirty eight years and was a 
well liked fellow. He was always the first to arrive at the 
shop ready for work and probably had more experience 
moving houses than most of housemovers in business 
today. 

Jesse helped move over 2000 houses and numerous 
industrial projects in his time. His team members were 
saddened the day that Jesse passed and still talk about 
and miss him today. He was a cool cat that helped 
Berard progress into what it is today by being a 
dedicated employee, always ready and willing to go the 
extra mile. 

It says in the bible that God has a many rooms in heaven, 
and we all know that Jesse is there to help if one needs 
moving. May you Rest in Peace Jesse, thanks for being 
you and may God Bless You. 

From all your extended family at Berard.

With the success of our online newsletter brings a new 
dimension to the Berard Team. 

Introducing:  On The Move -  The Video Series! 

It’s a Discovery Channel type online video series that 
will give you a more in depth look at the Berard Team in 
action. We’ll feature some of the biggest, heaviest and 
most interesting moves on the planet that’ll make you 
wonder just how we pulled it off!  The current emailed 
version will still come each month with the video series 
coming each quarter or so as time allows.   
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On This Episode of On The Move:

Discovery Features Berard

The Power Module Move

The Discovery film crew travels with the Berard
Team to bayou LaBatre AL to film a liftboat 
launch.

Watch as Berard moves a massive power 
module and joins it with the rest of the ship.

Watch It Now! Click Here!

http://www.berardtrans.com/onthemove.html

